STRIPS NEED BOTH OPEN AND EXPIRATION DATES
THEY ARE GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS ONCE OPENED

QC NEEDS BOTH OPEN AND EXPIRATION DATES
THEY ARE GOOD FOR 3 MONTHS ONCE OPENED

RUNNING QC

- Always hold the meter level or pointed slightly downward with the test strip when dosing.
- Proper orientation prevents control solution from running down the strip into the meter.
- Allowing liquid to run into the meter may damage the meter!
DOCKING THE METER

EACH TOTE HAS 5 BATTERIES THAT ARE NEEDED FOR THE WI-FI RADIO

ONCE METER IS DOCKED LOOK FOR THE YELLOW TO BE ON

BE SURE TO DOCK THE METER FIRMLY SO THAT IT MAKES CONTACT WITH THE TOTE

THIS IS WHAT THE METER LOOKS LIKE WHEN IT HAS CONNECTED SUCCESSFULLY

THE YELLOW TRIANGLE IS AN INDICATOR THAT THE METER TRANSFER WAS INCOMPLETE
If meter does not connect successfully:

- Remove meter from tote
- Cycle tote off and then on
- Re-dock meter

If meter still does not connect:

- Remove meter from tote
- Remove battery from meter
- Replace battery
- Cycle tote off and then on
- Re-dock Meter